
Including tax 

Yamazaki ¥1,200

Yamazaki 12 years ¥3,000

Yamazaki 18 years ★★ ¥9,500

Yamazaki Limited Edition ★★ ¥4,000

Yamazaki Smoky Batch ★★★ ¥1,200

Hakushu ¥2,300

Hakushu 12 years ¥10,000

¥1,300

¥1,500

¥6,000

¥9,000

¥800

¥1,200

Kyoto Nishijin textile label ¥1,000

Bamboo crane ¥1,000

Taketsuru 12 years ¥1,100

Taketsuru 17 years ★★ ¥1,500

Yoichi ¥1,300

Ichiro's Malt White Label ¥1,300

Ichiro's Malt Classic Edition ¥1,300

Ichiro's Malt Limited Edition ¥1,000

Ichiro's Malt Winewood Reserve ¥1,000

Ichiro's Malt Double Distilleries ¥1,000

Ichiro's Malt Mizunara Reserve ¥1,000

Yoichi distillery limited edition ¥1,000

NIKKA DAYS ¥800

Ao ¥600

Chita ¥600

Miyagikyo ¥1,000

Suntory Shirakaku ¥1,000

Suntory KAKU ¥1,000

A full-bodied single malt that has been aged for a long time. It has a rich honey-like sweetness, and at the same time

has a sweet and sour taste like ripe fruit,  and the long lingering finish is a characteristic of the 18 year old.

Special ``Yamazaki'' ``Yamazaki LIMITED EDITION'' This special ``Yamazaki'' is a luxurious blend of unprocessed sake

that has been aged for over 12 years in new Quercus oak barrels, giving it a rich flavor.

Straight is recommended. The blending skills are outstanding. There is a bit of spiciness from the alcohol, but the

balance is such that even that can be described as an accent. This is a rare item!

The refreshing fruit flavor stands out. It is characterized by bright flavors such as green apple, pear, and kiwifruit.

You can also feel aromas like herbs and blue forests.

Sweet, complex yet light flavors of manuka honey, orange marmalade, and cacao. A blend of only Hakushu sake aged

in Spanish oak barrels with a pleasant bitterness.

It is characterized by a fruity and gorgeous taste, and you can feel the flavors of various fruits.  It also has a sweet

taste like honey or vanilla.

Japanese
It has a distinctive fruity and light taste. It has bright fruit flavors such as apple, pear, and citrus. It has a light

mineral feel and a vanilla-like sweetness.

The fruit flavor develops into a deeper, more mature flavor. The influence of sherry casks adds nuances of dried fruit

and nuts, giving it a spicy and complex flavor.

It has a distinctive sophisticated taste, and you can enjoy a well-balanced and complex flavor. Adds herbal and floral

nuances, leaving an elegant and long finish.

The fruit flavors become more complex with ripening. Enjoy a wide range of flavors from citrus to dried and tropical

fruits.  You may also feel some smoky nuances.

The taste will be more complex and balanced. The fruit flavors and spicy elements harmonize perfectly, allowing you

to enjoy a sophisticated taste.

A unique blend composed by our blenders with special care. We aim to have an elegant and balanced taste that can

be enjoyed by a wide range of whiskey lovers.

A fruity, sweet, mature fragrance reminiscent of flowers. A rich and dignified flavor that is unique to 2021. A deep

and long aftertaste. I feel raisins, apricots, strawberry jam, and vanilla.

It has a solid malt flavor with a well-balanced smokiness and sweetness that gives it a luxurious feel.  Through

exquisite blending technology, you can enjoy the original taste of multiple carefully selected malts.

A aromatic and easy-to-drink pure malt whiskey made with Nikka's well-balanced combination of high-quality malts.

A harmonious combination of sweet, soft aromas and gorgeous aromas reminiscent of fruit.

Currently on backorder.. . .

Hakushu 18 years ★★

Hakushu Japanese Forest ★★★

HIBIKI

Hibiki BLENDERS CHOICE

Hibiki 17 years

Hibiki 21 years

The base uses well-balanced bourbon barrels from Yamazaki and Hakushu distilleries. The flavor is designed to make

highballs more appealing. Our blender reviews the contents every day to ensure a traditional taste.

Enjoy a classic style of whiskey with a fruity and smoky flavor. Rich and balanced taste.

The mellow sourness of ripe plums and the sweetness surrounding it are like light cotton candy, and the pleasant oak

aroma of aged grain whiskey lingers in your mouth forever.

This whiskey is a blend of several malts and re-aged in oak barrels used for red wine maturation.It is characterized by

a rich and gorgeous whiskey with a fruity and elegant taste.

The oriental flavor unique to Mizunara barrels brings out the sweetness of Hanyu Distillery's original sake, creating an

exquisite harmony.

It is characterized by complex fruity notes and a peat (smoky) flavor. Aging gives it a soft texture and depth,

allowing you to enjoy a long aftertaste.

It has a fruity, sweet, and well-balanced taste. A light type of whiskey with a refreshing citrus aroma and a refreshing

and smooth taste.

The use of a large amount of peated malt brings out the sweetness. At first,  you will feel a deep sweetness, and then a

complex flavor and peat sensation will spread in your mouth.

Honey, melon, marzipan, banana and nut rest.  Flavors include vanilla, sultana raisins, toasted oak, and salt.  Enjoy a

classic style of whiskey with a fruity and smoky flavor. Rich and balanced taste.

Gorgeous fruity top notes like vanilla and pineapple. The creamy sweetness and rich woody scent linger. It has a solid

malt flavor with a well-balanced smokiness and sweetness that gives it a luxurious feel.

It has a solid malt flavor with a well-balanced smokiness and sweetness that gives it a luxurious feel.Through

exquisite blending technology, you can enjoy the original taste of multiple carefully selected malts.

Through exquisite blending technology, you can enjoy the original taste of multiple carefully selected malts.

"Original" with a refreshing citrus scent. Its enchanting delicacy and complex flavor are widely known by malt

drinkers around the world.

Refreshing aromas of lush trees, with fresh fruits like green apples in the background. You can feel the refreshing and

fresh oak aroma and sweetness, with a slightly smoky and dry finish.

Won the "World's Best Blended Malt Whiskey" award at the international whiskey competition "World Whiskey

Awards 2018" (WWA).



Including tax 

THE NIKKA ¥1,000 

NIKKA BRANDY V.S.O.P ★ ¥1,000 

NIKKA COFFEY GRAIN WHISKY ¥1,000 

NIKKA WHISKY FROM THE BARREL ¥800 

Suntory OLD WHISKY ¥600 

ballantine 17 years ¥1,000 

ballantine 21 years ¥2,000 

ballantine 30 years ¥3,500 

Chivas Regal 12 Year Old Quercus ¥800 

Chivas Regal 18 Year Old Quercus ★ ¥1,500 

Chivas Regal 20 Year Blend ¥2,000 

Macallan 12 Year Sherry Oak Cask ¥1,400 

¥1,100 

¥1,100 

¥800 

¥900 

¥1,200 

¥900 

Alan McLymoor ¥900 

Alain Sauternes Cask ¥1,100 

Aran port cask ¥1,600 

Alan amarone cask ¥1,200 

Johnnie walker 12 years ¥800 

Glenn Grant NA ¥900 

Glenn Grant 10 years ¥1,000 

Glenn Grant 12 years ¥1,000 

Glenn Grant 15 years ¥1,200 

Glenn Grant 18 years ¥2,000 

Glen Morangie 10 years ¥1,000 

Glen Morangie 14 years ¥1,400 

Glen Morangie 18 years ★ A rare malt that has been carefully aged over time to increase its depth. It has a rich aroma of exotic fruits and flowers such as papaya, and a rich taste.¥1,800 

It is made even more mellow by strengthening sherry barrels, which used to be the key malt for old wines. The

design maintains tradition while pursuing a sense of quality and luxury that is relevant to modern times.

A complex and powerful flavor with a creamy, honey-like sweetness, as well as smokiness from oak barrels and

peat. Long aftertaste. Subtle smoky and vanilla aroma. The scent of the tide.

Aromas of apple and flowers. And a sweet scent like honey. Aromatic aromas of licorice and spice that can be

felt in the sophisticated taste. Medium body. A long, sweet aftertaste reminiscent of dry sherry.

Ballantine's pinnacle, aged over 30 years. Powerfully. Complex but soft,  with a rich and well-balanced flavor.

Sweet taste like honey and vanilla. Elegant aftertaste.

Chivas Regal uses Quercus oak barrels, which are native to Japan, for the first time in Chivas Regal.The subtle

and delicate spice aroma brought by the special Scotch whiskey Quercus barrels is exquisitely balanced.

By finishing the 18-year-aged Chivas Regal in Quercus oak barrels, the complex flavors of rich ginger and

chocolate harmonize perfectly with the deep aroma, resulting in a long lingering finish.

Rich, fresh aromas reminiscent of juicy red apples, raspberry jam, vanilla bean, and luxurious butter toffee.

Characterized by floral honey, milk chocolate, and pear flavors.

Vanilla with hints of ginger and dried fruit.  Rich dried fruits and sherry. You can feel the sweetness of toffee,

dried fruit,  wood smoke and spice.

Sweet and rich aromas of cacao, dried fruit,  and pancakes topped with maple syrup, accompanied by hints of

bitterness and spice, linger comfortably.

Keep the water content to a minimum and set the alcohol content to 51%. Along with its robust drinking

sensation, it has a harmonious rich and delicate aroma and taste created through re-storage (marriage).

We use plenty of carefully selected long-term aged apple brandy. The gorgeous aroma and light taste unique to

apple brandy whiskey

Woody vanilla scent, cookie-like aroma. Sweet scent of custard cream, chocolate, and burnt sugar. A light and

lingering aroma that is unique to Cafe Grain.

Honey, melon, marzipan, banana and nut rest.  Flavors include vanilla, sultana raisins, toasted oak, and salt.

Fruity and nutty, with a floral aroma and spicy finish. Because it has a complex taste, you can enjoy various

aspects depending on how you drink it.

The highest level of perfection among Glen Grant, it has a floral and fruity aroma with a sweet taste of ripe

apples and raisins, giving it a luxurious feel.

Beautiful gold color. The scent is reminiscent of lemon peel,  cotton candy, and cocoa. Spicy taste with hints of

vanilla, oak, and pepper derived from barrel aging.

The scent is centered around tropical fruits such as pineapple, peach, and coconut, as well as vanilla and mint.

Then, a soft peat with a tinge of water spreads out.

Aromas of baked apple, spice, and bitter orange. Flavors include vanilla, citrus, dried fruit,  nuts, and

chocolate.

Aged in empty barrels of Italy's dry red wine "Amarone". Flavors of cherry, Turkish delight, chocolate, pear in

syrup, cranberry, and honey.

You can feel the variety of flavors unique to this blend, including the smokiness of Black Label, the oak aroma

from 12 years of aging, the sweetness of vanilla, and the fruity flavors of orange and raisin.

Glen Grant's motto is "Simplicity", and it is a simple and highly accomplished whisky. A blend of fruitiness and

vanilla flavor from bourbon barrels.

You can feel the aroma of green apple and pear with the taste of butter financier and caramel. Glen Grant 10

Year Old is not only easy to drink, but you can feel the thickness of the body when you put it in your mouth.

Compared to the 10-year-old whiskey, you can feel the flavors of honey and almonds, making it a more complex

and flavorful whisky.

Macallan 12 year double cask

Macallan 12 Year Triple Cask

Aran Burrell Reserve

Alan 10 years

Alan sherry cask

Aran quarter cask

Scotch

"Original" with a refreshing citrus scent. Its enchanting delicacy and complex flavor are widely known by malt

drinkers around the world.

A single malt with distinct flavors of black chocolate and mint, aged in high-quality ruby port barrels. It has a

smooth texture like velvet.

Born from the fusion of two species, Reedal. Creamy butterscotch, apple candy, and vanilla custard. Honey-like

sweetness, citrus fruits.

Vanilla, melon scent. Balanced flavors of citrus, vanilla, lightly toasted oak, and nutmeg. Long finish of melon,

papaya, fresh oak and spice.

An entry model aged for 7 to 8 years using only first-fill bourbon barrels. Aromas of lemon, citrus, and green

apple. Vanilla, cinnamon, and fruit play in harmony.

You can feel the purity, fruitiness, and taste that are characteristic of Aran. Flavors of honey, candied citrus,

licorice, butterscotch, apple, oak, hazelnut and cinnamon.

Aged in first-fill sherry hogsheads to bring out the rich flavors of the sherry barrels. Bottled at cask strength for

a full-bodied finish.



Including tax 

Glenfiddich 12 years old ¥800

Glenfiddich 15 years ¥1,000

Glenfiddich 18 years old ¥1,500

Glenlivet 12 years ★ ¥800

Glenlivet 18 years ★ ¥1,300

ROCK ISLAND ¥1,000

ROCK ISLAND 10 years ¥1,200

BIG PEAT ¥1,000

BIG PEAT 12 years ¥1,200

THE DOUBLE PEAT ¥1,000

SCALLY SWAG ¥1,000

SCALLY WAG 10 years ¥1,200

TIMOROUS ¥1,000

TIMOROUS 10 years ¥1,200

THE EPICUREAN ¥1,000

THE EPICUREAN 12 years ¥1,200

THE GAULDRONS ¥1,000

BOWMORE 12 years ¥800

BOWMORE 15 years ¥1,400

BOWMORE 18 years ¥2,000

Barbon
Maker’s Mark Y’s CASK ¥900

I.W.HARPER 12 years ¥1,300

Wild turkey 12 years ¥1,000

Wild turkey rare breed ¥1,300

Food 
Special Mixed nuts ¥700

Today's raw ham ¥1,000

Today's cheese ¥1,000

Special TOFU ~Fukimiso~ ¥500

Special vegetable ~With Fukimiso~ ¥500

Exceptional quality that continues to receive awards at numerous international competitions. The scent is a harmony

of concentrated fruit and floral scents, with a pear scent. The finish is a delicate balance of toast and vanilla notes.

"Rock Island" is an "island" blended whiskey inspired by the "sea" and blended with many excellent island malts.

Rock Island's 10 Year Old is made from a blend of malts from Islay, Arran, Orkney and Jura.

The heady, smoky aroma of chimneys instantly transports you to Islay, with salty sea breezes, leather and the

sweetness of honey.

Recommended for first-time Glenfiddich drinkers. In 2014, it won the gold medal at the International Spirits

Challenge, and is one of the most talented bottles that has won numerous awards.

Applying the sherry aging solera system to single malt whisky. It is created by post-maturing malt whiskey that has

been aged in bourbon barrels, white oak barrels, and Spanish oak barrels.A blend of Spanish oak barrels that have been aged for over 18 years and American oak barrels that have been aged

for over 3 months. It has a scent reminiscent of fruit and cinnamon, and is characterized by a deep flavor and

lingering finish.

The scent is of tropical fruits and flowers.The taste is a rich and soft flavor with the sweetness of vanilla and honey

unique to The Glenlivet.  The finish is soft and smooth.

By increasing the proportion of Spanish oak barrels, a luxurious malt with the characteristic smokiness of Bowmore

and the sweetness derived from Spanish oak barrels stands out.

Aromas of milk chocolate, apple, and nutmeg, and in the mouth, apple cinnamon, spices, and bread-like sweetness.

A pleasant aftertaste of dark chocolate and dried cherries.

Bowmore is known for its elegant smoky flavor and is also known as the "Queen of Islay." This unprocessed sake is

stored for many years in a storage room that faces directly to the sea and is surrounded by the scent of the salty sea.

The most well-balanced and pleasant smoky flavor of the Islay malts, which have an attractive sea scent. The

original sake was aged for 12 years in bourbon barrels and further aged for 3 years in Oloroso sherry barrels.

This whiskey has sweetness and richness from vanilla and banana, and has a refreshing taste and creaminess.

The spiciness that spreads all at once when you take a sip, and the sweetness and aroma that are concentrated like

dried fruits,  can be said to be one of the achievements of bourbon.

Rare Breed is a blend of 6, 8, and 12 year old whiskeys and is bottled without adding any water. In this lies the

essence and bold spirit of Wild Turkey. Alcohol is 58.4%

The palate is full of citrus zest,  ripe peach, and sugar with a hint of spice.The finish reveals freshly cut grass and

herbs with coconut flakes and sugar.

A luxurious Campbelltown blended malt that uses only the extremely popular Springbank and Glen Scotia, which has

a strong fan following.

It has a sophisticated flavor with a complex interplay of barbecued meat, coal dust,  and rock salt,  with a long,

satisfying finish with hints of peat smoke.

Double Peat is a sublime smoky blend of malts made with Islay peaty whisky, and Speyside peaty whisky.

A luxurious whiskey blended mainly with unprocessed spirits aged in sherry and bourbon barrels, such as Macallan,

Mortlach, and Glenrothes. The scent of sweet spices intertwines with the delicate scent of vanilla.

Scallywag 10 Year Old is a Speyside malt aged with sweet sherry butts such as Oloroso and Pedro Ximenez, and its

intense sweetness is truly impressive.

Cheese / Sweet, nutty and smooth cheeses like Parmesan and Comté are perfect for Timorous Beastie, which is also

sweet, fruity and has a hint of honey.

At 46.8% alcohol, Timorous Beasties flavor profile is characterized by aromas of spicy autumn fruits,  honey, cereal,

and orange.

Roland malt comes from a man in Glasgow known as an "epicurean" (player, hedonist).



Including tax 

Natural Wine ★
Red, White, Rose, Orange ask. 

Shot
Gin, vodka, tequila etc... ask. 

Other
Draft beer ask. 

Today's cocktail ask. 

Sölsch ¥900

Whiskey in Baccarat decanter ask. 

Yamazaki barrel aged plum wine ¥600

Aperol spirits ★ ¥1,100

Apple wine from Yoichi ¥800

 The server will pour you a beer that is carefully selected by the owner and
changes depending on the day. Enjoy beers from all over the world.

We will create cocktails that are carefully selected by the owner and vary
depending on the day. Especially recommended for women

Sölsch, brewed in the Austrian ski resort Selden, is the most popular local beer.

Our master's recommended whiskey is blended into a Baccarat decanter.
Storing in old barrels soaked with whiskey brings out the pleasant aroma of
barrels and the gorgeous, deep flavor unique to roasted barrels.
The bright orange color and bittersweet fresh taste are perfect for enjoying with
friends. A refreshing Aperol Spritz cocktail. Made by a bartender who studied in

Please feel free to ask us about the wine as it changes depending
on the availability!

We have many shots available, so please feel free to ask!


